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ABSTRACT

Many people believe that certain mental states, such as love, continue after physical death. However,
the prevalence of such “continuity beliefs” and their relationship with culture and religious belief
remains unclear. In the current preregistered study we draw on a large and diverse cross-cultural
sample (24 countries, N = 10,195) to systematically quantify cultural variation in tendencies for
continuity beliefs after death and the precedence of mental state continuity (e.g., love) over bodily
state continuity (e.g., hunger). Our findings partly replicate previous work suggesting that (mental)
afterlife continuity beliefs are cross-culturally prevalent, with individual religious beliefs predicting
more continuity judgments, especially for mental states. Furthermore, our study reveals that an
experimental manipulation inducing a religious framing amplifies continuity judgments tendencies
relative to a secular framing. At the same time, however, the modal response across most countries
was the cessation of all mental and bodily states after death. In addition, propositional self-reported
afterlife beliefs (e.g., about heaven) were more prevalent than continuity beliefs as measured using
a vignette task. Overall, these data reveal considerable variation within and between cultures in
continuity judgments, with both materialist beliefs and mental continuity beliefs being widespread.
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1 Introduction

The question of what happens to our minds after physical death has intrigued philosophers and theologians for centuries.
Over the last several decades, social scientists have joined the discussion by exploring laypeople’s conceptualizations
of mental and bodily processes after death. Many people nowadays endorse the dominant neuroscientific view of the
mind being a product of the physical brain [Valtonen et al., 2021, Berent and Platt, 2021, Riekki et al., 2013]. At the
same time, substantial research has shown that people from a variety of cultures and age groups reason differently about
the continuity of psychological and biological states [Bering and Bjorklund, 2004, Bloom, 2007, Harris and Giménez,
2005, Bering, 2002, 2006, Forstmann and Burgmer, 2015, Astuti and Harris, 2008, Chudek et al., 2013, Cohen et al.,
2011, Huang et al., 2013]. In particular, many people tend to believe that while states often classified as bodily, such as
hunger, cease at death, high-level mental states, such as love, do not, implying a form of mind-body dualism.

Afterlife continuity beliefs are often measured by asking about the extent to which various processes are still possible
when an individual dies [Bering, 2002, Harris and Giménez, 2005]. In such a task, participants read a vignette about
a person who has recently died and are asked to what extent they think that person can, for instance, still experience
hunger and pain (bodily) or feel love and have memories (mental) after they have died (see Materials for the vignette as
used in the current study). The relative difference in continuity judgments for mental and bodily states (mental minus
bodily states) is typically taken as reflecting an implicit form of mind-body dualism [Bering, 2002, Harris and Giménez,
2005, Astuti and Harris, 2008, Watson-Jones et al., 2017]. The afterlife continuation scenario does not directly address
mind-body dualism. Rather, continuity assumes the separation of mind and body as a necessary -though not sufficient-
condition for the endorsement of afterlife beliefs [White, 2021]. In the current paper, we will therefore only use the
term continuity beliefs in reference to our data and assess the precedence of mental over bodily continuity beliefs (i.e.,
the degree to which participants are disposed to attribute mental, rather than bodily, continuity beliefs). Moreover, we
note that hunger and hearing are technically also mental states. Nonetheless, in the afterlife continuity paradigm, a
distinction is typically made between states that are strongly body-dependent such as hunger, feeling pain, seeing or
hearing (experiential, perceptual) and high-level mental states that are less closely linked to the physical body such as
love, knowledge, desire (cognitive, agentic). In the literature various terms have been used to denote the body-dependent
states, e.g., psychobiological, physiological, physical, body-related. Here, we use the term ‘bodily states’ to clearly
contrast these body-dependent states with the high-order mental states, that we simply refer to as ‘mental states’.

Overall continuity responses in the vignette task can be taken as an indirect expression of afterlife beliefs, as expressed
continuity assumes the possibility of some persistence of the person after death [Barrett et al., 2021, Swan et al., 2023].
These indirect (assumed) continuity beliefs can be distinguished from direct (propositional) afterlife beliefs [Bloom,
2007, Swan et al., 2023, Barrett et al., 2021]; participants may or may not consciously reflect on their explicit beliefs
about the existence of an afterlife (e.g., in heaven) and mind-body dualism when answering these vignette questions.
The prevalent coexistence of seemingly incompatible beliefs about the nature of death [Harris and Giménez, 2005,
Astuti and Harris, 2008, Legare et al., 2012, Watson-Jones et al., 2017], however, suggests that these continuity beliefs
may exist even among people who explicitly reject an afterlife, such as atheists.

Here, we investigate the prevalence of afterlife continuity beliefs, the precedence of mental continuity beliefs, and
whether the expression of these beliefs varies as a function of religiosity. That is, we set out to conceptually replicate a
body of research that finds mental states are more likely to be judged to continue after death than bodily states in a large
cross-cultural sample of adults (N = 10,195 participants from 24 countries). In addition, we assessed to what extent
self-reported religiosity of the rater and a contextual emphasis on religion by means of a religious versus a secular
framing influence both the tendency to make overall continuity judgments and to make more continuity judgements
for mental states relative to biological states in particular. This cross-cultural replication attempt was motivated by
theoretical and methodological concerns regarding the prevalence of mental continuity beliefs, on which we elaborate
below.

Afterlife continuity beliefs and the dominance of expressed continuity of mental states over bodily states build on
two representational assumptions: (1) the human mind and body are represented as separate entities (i.e., mind-body
dualism), and (2) non-material entities (i.e., the mind) in particular can continue to exist after biological death [e.g.,
White, 2021]. A foundation of mind-body dualism is the so-called parallel systems account [Barrett et al., 2021].
According to this account, people can think about organisms in two distinct ways: as agents and as physical objects. By
default, agency is attributed to living people and animals, but not to deceased ones [Gray et al., 2007, Barrett and Behne,
2005]. A shift in focus between agency and object allows for the possibility to distinguish between a mind and a body,
and reason about people’s emotions and physical movements, respectively. Typically, the mental dimension dominates
the physical dimension when people reason about other living individuals; we tend to use intentional explanations,
in terms of goals and desires etc., and social relations to represent others [Hodge, 2008, 2011, Dennett, 2006]. This
precedence of mental over physical properties for constituting the self (i.e., a person’s identity or ‘essence’) has been
documented repeatedly among both children and adults [Bloom, 2005, Richert and Harris, 2006, Roazzi et al., 2013,
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Corriveau et al., 2005] and has been suggested to underlie belief in spirit possession and reincarnation [White, 2017,
Cohen and Barrett, 2008]. Indeed, this biased focus may also be extended to deceased individuals. That is, when people
attribute continued functionality to the dead, they are more likely to do so for mental states than for bodily states, as the
former are more central and relevant in the conceptualization of the deceased individual.

Some scholars have argued that distinguishing between a mental world and a physical world is not only possible,
but that doing so is the cognitive default: dualistic beliefs about the mind and body as being separate entities are
natural and intuitive [Bloom, 2005, Bering, 2002, Slingerland and Chudek, 2011]. At the same time, the empirical data
suggest that many people view death in biological terms upon which all mental activity ends; the modal response of
continuity judgments is often cessation rather than continuation, even for high-level mental states such as love [Barrett
et al., 2021, Barlev and Shtulman, 2021]. In addition, various studies have demonstrated cultural variation in afterlife
continuity beliefs [Astuti and Harris, 2008, Bering et al., 2005a, Harris and Giménez, 2005, Watson-Jones et al., 2017].
Specifically, while the precedence of mental continuation has been observed across various cultures, including the
US, Madagascar, Brazil, Ecuador, Ukraine, Vanuatu, and China [Astuti and Harris, 2008, Chudek et al., 2013, Cohen
et al., 2011, Huang et al., 2013], substantial cultural differences in both the overall rate of continuity judgments and the
dominance of mental continuity as well as the categorization of different states have been documented [Weisman et al.,
2021, Huang et al., 2013].

There are also systematic individual differences in the extent to which people reason about the continuity of states
after death. Perhaps most obvious is the link between religious beliefs and continuity; most world religions involve
some form of belief in an afterlife that typically emphasizes continuity of the soul/spirit/mind of the deceased. Indeed,
the assumed naturalness of mind-body dualism has been used as an argument to explain why religious beliefs are
widespread and intuitive [Bloom, 2007, Bering, 2006]. Empirical evidence also supports the link between religiosity
and afterlife continuity beliefs, such that religious individuals are more likely to self-report dualistic beliefs and make
more continuity judgments about deceased people [Riekki et al., 2013]. Notably, religious individuals have been found
to be even more likely to attribute mental capacities to deceased individuals than to living individuals in a vegetative
state [Gray et al., 2011]. At the same time, some studies have found that continuity judgments are even prevalent among
atheists. For instance, over 50% of extinctivists (i.e., individuals who explicitly state lack of belief in an afterlife) judged
high-level mental processes such as emotional and epistemic states to continue after death [Bering, 2002]. In addition,
atheists have also been found to hold dualistic beliefs, albeit to a lesser degree than religious believers [Nelson et al.,
2020]. Finally, experimental manipulations aimed at investigating the role of culture and context in afterlife beliefs
have also capitalized on the relevance of religion; for instance, continuity judgments were found to occur more often in
response to a narrative involving religious burial rites than a narrative focused on a corpse [Astuti and Harris, 2008,
Bek and Lock, 2011, Harris and Giménez, 2005, Watson-Jones et al., 2017]. These experimental studies showed that
whereas in the US, religious framing enhanced continuity for both biological and psychological processes, in Vanuatu,
an island nation in the South Pacific, religious framing mostly enhanced continuity judgments for biological processes
specifically [Watson-Jones et al., 2017].

In sum, in the literature there is some evidence for the cross-cultural universality of afterlife continuity beliefs, their
relation with an individual’s religious beliefs and the role of the framing of the narrative. In the current preregistered
study, we presented participants with a vignette describing a woman who had recently died, based on the materials used
in previous studies [Bering, 2002, Harris and Giménez, 2005, Barrett et al., 2021, Astuti and Harris, 2008, Watson-Jones
et al., 2017]. In a between-subjects manipulation, her death was either framed in religious terms featuring a religious
authority (e.g., a priest) and references to an afterlife (‘now that she’s with God...’) or in secular terms featuring a
medical doctor and no afterlife references (‘now that she’s dead...’ [Harris and Giménez, 2005]). Then we asked
participants to judge the continuity of six states, three of which we classified as bodily states (feeling hungry, having an
active brain, hearing) and three of which we classified as mental states (wanting, knowing, loving).

We aimed to replicate previous findings that (1) mental states are more likely to be judged to continue than bodily
states (H1), that (2) individual religiosity is associated with increased continuity judgments overall (H2), and that (3) a
framing manipulation emphasizing religious practices increases continuity judgments (H3). While there is preliminary
evidence for these main effects, replication seems crucial, especially since previous studies were non-preregistered
and only based on small samples (ranging from 46 to 260 adults) and a few cultures [Hoogeveen and van Elk, 2021,
Schmidt, 2009, Lindsay, 2015]. Moreover, it is unclear how exactly religion as an individual difference factor or as a
contextual manipulation is related to relative rate of continuation of mental versus bodily states (i.e., a state-by-religiosity
interaction effect; H4 and a state-by-framing interaction effect; H5). That is, using the vignette approach by asking
participants to make continuity judgments for both mental and bodily states, religiosity might be associated with more
continuity judgments uniformly across both mental and bodily states [Harris and Giménez, 2005], relatively more
continuity of mental states (vs. bodily states), or relatively more continuity of bodily states.
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In addition, five complementary hypotheses were tested. First, we expected explicit propositional afterlife beliefs to be
positively related to afterlife continuity beliefs (H6) and to the dominance of mental versus bodily continuation (i.e, a
state-by-afterlife beliefs interaction; H7). Second, we assessed mind-body dualism with a pictorial self-rating scale that
has previously been used in research on dualism [Forstmann et al., 2012]. We expected participants’ ratings on this item
to be positively related to the difference between continuity of mental and bodily states in the vignette (H8). Finally,
while we expected some afterlife continuity beliefs to be present across all cultures, the prevalence of these beliefs
might very well differ substantially across countries. Specifically, mirroring the religiosity effect at the individual level,
we expected that the level of cultural religiosity within a country would be positively related to overall continuity beliefs
(H9) and to the size of the state effect (i.e., the mental states vs. bodily states difference) in that respective country
(H10). All ten hypotheses were preregistered.

2 Methods

2.1 Participants

In total, 10,535 participants completed the online experiment. Of these, 340 participants (3.23%) were excluded because
they failed the attention check, leaving an analytic sample of N = 10, 195 participants from 24 countries. Participants
were recruited from university student samples, from personal networks, and from representative samples accessed by
panel agencies and online platforms (MTurk, Kieskompas, Sojump, TurkPrime, Lancers, Qualtrics panels, Crowdpanel,
and Prolific). Participants were compensated for participation by a financial remuneration, the possibility for a reward
through a raffle, course credits, or received no compensation. There were no a priori exclusion criteria; everyone over
18 years old could participate. Participants were forced to answer all multiple choice questions, hence there were no
missing data. The countries were convenience-sampled (i.e., through personal networks), but were selected to cover six
continents and include different ethnic majorities and religious majorities (Christian, Muslim, Hindu, Jewish, Eastern
religions, as well as highly secular societies). See Table 1 for the descriptive statistics and method of recruitment per
country and Online Supplementary Table S2 for a breakdown of religious affiliations by country.

2.1.1 Ethical approval

The study was approved by the local ethics committee at the Psychology Department of the University of Amsterdam
(Project #2018-SP-9713). Additional approval was obtained from local IRBs at the Adolfo Ibáñez University (Chile),
the Babes-Bolyai University (Romania), James Cook University (Singapore), Royal Holloway, University of London
(UK), the University of Connecticut (US), and the Max Planck Society, as well as the Senate Department for Education,
Youth and Family from the Ministry of Education in Berlin (Germany). All participants were treated in accordance with
the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2 Sampling Plan

We preregistered a target sample size of n = 400 per country and 20-25 target countries. The preregistered sample
size and composition allowed us to look at overall effects, effects within countries, and between countries. As we
applied a Bayesian statistical framework, we needed a minimum of 20 countries to have sufficient data for accurate
estimation in cross-country comparisons [Hox et al., 2012]. However, we were mainly interested in overall effects -
rather than effects for individual countries. With approximately 8,800 participants, we would have sufficient data to
reliably estimate overall effects, especially since the state effect (mind vs. body) is within-subjects. We planned to
terminate data collection on November 30th, 2019, but retained data from ten participants who completed the survey
after this termination date.

2.3 Materials

This study was part of a larger cross-cultural data collection project (see [Hoogeveen et al., 2022, 2023]). The
key variables of interest are as follows: individual religiosity, target state category (mental state vs. bodily state),
the manipulated framing of the narrative (secular vs. religious) and the binary continuity judgments for each state.
Participant religiosity was measured using standardized items taken from the World Values Survey (WVS; [World
Values Survey, 2010]), covering religious behaviours (institutionalized such as church attendance and private such as
prayer/meditation), beliefs, identification, values, and denomination. Besides having high face-validity, these measures
have been applied cross-culturally in other studies ([Lindeman et al., 2015, Lun and Bond, 2013, Stavrova, 2015]; see
also [Hoogeveen et al., 2022]). A Bayesian reliability analysis using the Bayesrel package [Pfadt and van den Bergh,
2020] indicated good internal consistency of the religiosity measure, McDonald omega = 0.930 [0.927, 0.931] (all
item-rest correlations > 0.61). All individual religiosity items were transformed on a 0-1 scale (to make each item
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics per country
Country N Age (SD) Women Religiosity (SD) Hu Br He Kn De Lo (%) Sample

Australia 463 48.3 (16.0) 48.4% 0.52 (0.35) 7 11 35 43 44 62 online panel
Belgium 320 34.6 (13.1) 55.6% 0.24 (0.26) 1 4 19 26 30 51 mixed
Brazil 402 28.8 (10.4) 73.1% 0.51 (0.32) 5 11 38 50 37 63 mixed
Canada 351 33.2 (10.5) 52.4% 0.28 (0.27) 3 7 30 43 40 58 online panel
Chile 308 30.8 (9.9) 59.1% 0.33 (0.29) 2 5 35 41 36 56 mixed
China 390 32.1 (8.4) 55.9% 0.32 (0.24) 11 27 34 50 63 82 online panel
Croatia 309 28.0 (6.9) 78.3% 0.41 (0.35) 3 7 30 37 34 52 mixed
Denmark 415 27.9 (10.3) 71.3% 0.26 (0.27) 1 7 24 30 26 49 mixed
France 405 40.6 (12.8) 64.2% 0.29 (0.27) 2 6 33 40 31 53 online panel
Germany 1,287 27.5 (9.0) 62.2% 0.32 (0.26) 3 8 32 38 38 59 mixed
India 394 30.4 (6.5) 36.3% 0.73 (0.16) 28 42 52 65 59 73 online panel
Ireland 434 42.6 (15.0) 51.8% 0.48 (0.30) 5 14 41 50 50 67 online panel
Israel 501 27.9 (10.1) 73.5% 0.37 (0.28) 3 7 36 47 50 64 students
Italy 342 27.2 (8.2) 50.9% 0.26 (0.25) 1 9 35 40 46 57 mixed
Japan 424 40.6 (10.0) 43.9% 0.29 (0.19) 3 8 34 59 66 75 online panel
Lithuania 291 24.1 (7.0) 83.2% 0.35 (0.27) 3 7 30 40 37 57 students
Morocco 329 32.1 (11.8) 16.1% 0.70 (0.35) 4 19 31 33 39 55 online panel
Netherlands 482 57.6 (14.7) 25.3% 0.28 (0.29) 2 4 15 17 19 31 online panel
Romania 539 24.4 (7.4) 85.2% 0.55 (0.28) 4 9 49 57 52 73 mixed
Singapore 308 22.2 (3.4) 62.0% 0.45 (0.25) 13 26 51 65 72 82 students
Spain 337 41.9 (13.9) 31.2% 0.21 (0.26) 1 3 20 20 21 30 online panel
Turkey 362 39.2 (11.1) 24.6% 0.33 (0.35) 2 7 17 21 18 28 online panel
UK 400 36.2 (12.7) 65.8% 0.23 (0.25) 2 6 29 34 37 55 online panel
US 402 35.8 (14.4) 51.0% 0.45 (0.31) 4 9 43 50 52 69 mixed
Total 10,195 33.8 (13.8) 55.9% 0.38 (0.31) 5 11 33 42 42 59 -

Note. Religiosity refers to the self-reported level of individual religiosity based on 9 items, transformed on a 0-1
scale. Hu=hunger, Br=working brains, He=hearing, Kn=knowledge, De=desire, and Lo=love; this column gives the
percentages of continuity per state. Sample indicates the sample composition based on the method of recruitment per
site.

contribute equally to the scale), averaged to create a religiosity score per participant, and grand-mean standardized for
the analyses.

The English version of the vignette read as follows: Bill and his grandmother were very close to each other. Each week,
they took a walk in the park together and talked for hours. Afterwards, grandmother always cooked Bill’s favorite food.
At the end of her life Bill’s grandmother became very ill. She was taken to a hospital where they tried to help her but
she was too old and they could not cure her. The DOCTOR / PRIEST came to talk to Bill about what had happened
to his grandmother. He said to Bill: ‘Your grandmother was very ill. There was nothing the doctors could do. Your
grandmother is DEAD / WITH GOD now.’ Now that she is DEAD / WITH GOD, do you think that Bill’s grandmother...

• ... can still be hungry? (yes/no) [B]

• ... still wants to talk to Bill? (yes/no) [M]

• ... still loves Bill? (yes/no) [M]

• ... can still hear Bill’s voice? (yes/no) [B]

• ... still knows what Bill’s favorite food is? (yes/no) [M]

• ... still has a functioning brain? (yes/no) [B]

The framing was manipulated (between-subjects) by either introducing a priest (or comparable religious authority) or
a doctor to mention the grandmother’s death and stating that she is either with God now or dead now, respectively.
Participants responded to each of the six items with yes or no. Items indicated above with [B] were classified as bodily
states (psychobiological/perceptual) and the items indicated with [M] as mental states (emotional/cognitive). The
responses were sum-scored per state category (yes=1, no=0). The narratives and process items were based on previously
used materials [Harris and Giménez, 2005]. The name of the target person, the specific religious authority, and the
religious reference were adapted to the language and cultural context of each country (e.g., a priest/ a rabbi/ an imam;
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with God/ with the Gods/ with the spirits) through discussion with our local collaborators. The order of the six items
was randomized across participants.

For the complementary hypotheses we additionally used the item on afterlife beliefs from the religiosity scale (‘To what
extent do you believe in a life after death?’), a pictorial dualism self-rating item, and two items assessing cultural norms
of religiosity in one’s country. The pictorial dualism item was taken from Forstmann et al.[Forstmann et al., 2012],
which was adjusted from the self-other inclusion scale [Aron et al., 1992]. The self-rating item had seven response
options, showing two circles representing the mind and the body that are separate or overlapping to various degrees.
The cultural norms items assessed participants’ perception of the importance of religious beliefs and behaviors for the
average citizen in their country. See the Online Supplementary Materials (section 1.1) for the full materials, including
the pictorial dualism item.

2.4 Procedure

Participants received a link to the Qualtrics survey, either by email, social media or through an online platform. After
reading the instructions and providing informed consent, they first completed items for a separate study about religiosity
and trustworthiness and source credibility for spirituality and science (see [Hoogeveen et al., 2022]) Subsequently, they
were presented with the short narrative in either the religious or secular context (between-subjects), provided continuity
judgments for the six process items, and completed the manipulation check to validate that they recalled the type of
authority (religious vs. medical). Finally, they provided demographics, a quality of life scale, the religiosity items, and
were given the opportunity to provide comments. The median completion time for the entire survey was 11.4 minutes.

2.5 Data Analysis

Analyses were carried out in R. The models were built using the package brms [Bürkner, 2017], which relies on the
Stan language [Carpenter et al., 2017] (MCMC diagnostics are discussed in Online Supplementary Results section 2.6).
The bridgesampling package [Gronau et al., 2020] was used to estimate the log marginal likelihood of the models of
interest and calculate Bayes factors.

For the confirmatory tests, we used Bayes factor model comparison. To quantify the evidence for the effects of interest,
we built hierarchical models reflecting different structures of the data, varying in the extent to which they constrain their
predictions. For each hypothesis, we compare between (i) a null-model (M0, in every country the effect is truly null);
(ii) a common-effect model (M1, all countries share a common nonzero effect); (iii) a positive-effects model (M+,
countries differ, but all effects are in the same (predicted) direction); and (iv) an unconstrained model (Mu, in some
countries the effect is positive whereas in others the effect is negative) [Haaf and Rouder, 2017, Rouder et al., 2019].
Note that while the predictions from model (iii) are less constrained than those from model (ii), it is more difficult to
obtain evidence for small effects under model (iii) because it assumes that the effect is present in every country, rather
than only in the aggregate sample.

When applied to our hypothesis for the mental versus bodily state effect (H1), evidence for (i) would indicate that
people from these 24 countries do not differentially evaluate continuity of bodily and mental states after death, evidence
for (ii) would indicate that on average people from these 24 countries consider mental states more likely to continue
than bodily states, evidence for (iii) would indicate that in all of the 24 countries, people consider mental states more
likely to continue than bodily states, but there is cultural variation in the size of this effect, and evidence for (iv) would
indicate that in some countries people consider mental states more likely to continue than bodily states, and in other
countries people consider bodily states more likely to continue than mental states, indicating cultural variation in the
direction (and size) of the effect. Note that we use the term ‘effects’ for all predictors in the statistical sense; we do not
necessarily imply causality. Evidence is quantified by order-restricted Bayes factors, i.e., BF+0 in case of an expected
positive effect, reflecting the ratio of marginal likelihoods of the observed data under Hn versus the respective H0.
Note that the subscripts on the Bayes factor refer to the hypotheses being compared, with the first and second subscript
referring to the one-sided hypothesis of interest and the null hypothesis, respectively.

For the full model including all main effects and relevant interaction effects, we specified the following unconstrained
model. Let Y denote the continuity responses per participant aggregated over the three binary items per state, where
0 indicates discontinuity and 1 indicates continuity and Y = 0, . . . , 3. Further, let Yijkl be the continuity judgment
for the ith participant, i = 1, . . . , N , in the jth country, j = 1, . . . , 24, for the kth state category, k = 1, 2 (bodily or
mental states, respectively), and the lth framing condition, l = 1, 2 (secular or religious framing, respectively). The
responses Yijkl are modeled using an aggregated binomial model with a logit link to transform probabilities into real
numbers ∈ (−∞,∞):

Yijkl
ind∼ Binomial(3, pijkl),

logit(pijkl) = αj + xkβj + uiδj + clγj + vkiθj + wklζj .
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where logit(pijkl) is the combined effect of observations, countries, and state categories on the tendency to indicate
‘continues.’ Note that logit(pijkl) = 0 reflects a probability of 0.5 of indicating continuity. The term αj serves as the
baseline continuity intercept for the jth country. The indicator xk = −0.5, 0.5 if k = 1, 2, respectively, where k = 1
indicates the bodily state condition and k = 2 indicates the mental state condition. The term βj is the jth country’s
main effect of state category on continuity judgments. The variable ui gives the ith participant’s standardized religiosity
score and δj is the jth country’s main effect of religiosity. The indicator cl = −0.5, 0.5 if l = 1, 2, respectively, where
l = 1 indicates the secular framing condition and l = 2 indicates the religious framing condition. The term γj is then
the jth country’s main effect of framing. The indicator vki gives the state-by-religiosity interaction term and θj is the
corresponding interaction effect for the jth country. Finally, indicator wkl gives the state-by-framing interaction term
and ζj is the corresponding interaction effect for the jth country.

3 Results

Here, we report the descriptive pattern of the data, the results of the confirmatory hypotheses, and robustness checks.
Additional exploratory results, including an analysis on atheist extinctivists, an exploratory factor analysis and tests
for measurement invariance, and an alternative analysis for the cultural norms hypothesis can be found in the Online
Supplementary Results (section 2). The observed data of continuity judgments by state category, religiosity, framing
condition, and country are visualized in Figure 1.

3.1 Pattern of Continuity Judgments

On average, people made continuity judgments for 31.8% of the states, with 16.1% for bodily states and 47.4% for
mental states. Additionally, 61.0% of participants judged at least one state to continue after death, while 2.0% reported
all six states to continue. At the same time, the modal response across most countries is complete cessation rather than
continuity: in only five out of 24 countries, the modal sum score across the six items was either 3 or 4, in all other
countries it was 0 (see Figure 2). Specifically, only in China, India, Japan, Romania, and Singapore were participants
more likely to indicate continuity of some states than complete cessation of all states. Across the aggregated sample,
the mode is also complete cessation.

In addition, the proportion of people that display afterlife continuity beliefs in the absence of explicit afterlife beliefs
(i.e., self-reported belief in life after death) is much smaller than the proportion of people endorsing explicit afterlife
beliefs but rejecting continuity of states after death in the narrative. In particular, most people in the sample indicate
that they at least somewhat believe in an afterlife (i.e., score > 1 on the 7-point Likert scale) and rate at least one state
to continue in the narrative task (55.2%). Additionally, 19.6% of participants both explicitly reject the possibility of
an afterlife and the continuity of states. Then there are 19.4% of participants who explicitly state that they somewhat
believe in an afterlife, but reject continuity of any states in the vignette. Yet only 5.8% of participants explicitly reject
an afterlife but allow for states to continue after death in the narrative task.

3.2 Confirmatory Results

As can be seen in Table 2, we found substantial evidence in favor of our hypotheses for the state effect (H1), the
religiosity effect (H2), the framing effect (H3), and the state-by-religiosity interaction effect (H4), yet strong evidence
against the state-by-framing effect (H5).

3.2.1 Mental versus bodily continuity

First, regarding the state effect, mental processes are judged as more likely to continue after death than psychobiological
processes, to a varying degree across countries: BF+0 = ∞; BF+1 = 1026, µβ = 1.71 [1.55, 1.86], σβ = 0.35 [0.25,
0.50] (see Figure 3a). This effect translates into an increase of 0.326 [0.129, 0.513] on the probability scale.

3.2.2 Religiosity and continuity beliefs

Second, religiosity is positively associated with continuity judgments, to a varying degree across countries: BF+0 =
∞; BF+1 = 1087, µδ = 0.84 [0.71, 0.96], σδ = 0.28 [0.21, 0.39] (see Figure 3b). In other words, the most religious
participants (i.e., those 164 individuals who reported the highest score on the religiosity measure, zrel = 1.74) are
46.5% [13.9%, 72.0%] more likely to make continuity judgments than the least religious participants (i.e., those 1163
individuals who did not report any religiosity).
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Figure 1: Descriptive pattern of results (overall and by country). Countries are ordered by the average proportion
of continuity judgments (from left to right, top to bottom). Dark red lines denote proportions for mental states in the
religious framing condition, orange lines denote proportions for mental states in the secular framing condition, dark blue
lines denote proportions for the bodily states in the religious framing condition, and green lines denote proportions for
bodily states in the secular framing condition. The shaded bands around the lines denote the 95% confidence interval.
Data points are jittered to enhance visibility. Proportions are averaged over the three items per state category.

3.2.3 Religious framing and continuity beliefs

Third, people are more likely to make continuity judgments when framed in a religious context than in a secular
(medical) context, to a varying degree across countries: BF+0 = 10146; BF+1 = 1011, µγ = 0.52 [0.41, 0.61], σγ =
0.22 [0.15, 0.32] (see Figure 3c). That is, people are 9.8% [0.9%, 21.4%] more likely to make continuity judgments in
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Figure 2: Proportion of participants and number of continuity responses per country. Countries are ordered by the
overall probability of making a continuity judgment (from left to right, top to bottom). Dark bars reflect responses for
the religious framing condition and light bars reflect responses for the secular framing condition. The modal number of
continuity responses per country is indicated in green. Continuity responses were out of six states (three mental states
and three bodily states).

the religious framing condition than in the secular framing condition. Note that only in Morocco does the effect not
appear convincingly, as the credible interval overlaps with zero.

3.2.4 Religiosity and mental vs bodily continuity

Fourth, the difference in continuity judgments between mental and bodily states becomes larger with increased
religiosity, to a varying degree across countries: BF10 = 1016; BF+1 = 3143, µθ = 0.24 [0.14, 0.33], σθ = 0.18
[0.11, 0.28] (see Figure 3d). That is, overall, the most religious participants make an estimated 43.4% [23.2%, 57.8%]
more continuity judgments about mental processes than about bodily processes, while this difference is only 17.2%
[3.9%, 41.8%] for the least religious participants. Note, however, that while the model comparison indicated substantial
evidence for the interaction effect, the unconstrained model slightly outperforms the positive-effects model: BFu+ =
1.19. This is due to the fact that when looking at the countries separately, for seven of them the credible interval of the
interaction effect includes zero (see Figure 3).
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Table 2: Bayes factor model comparison and parameter estimates for the key effects
Bayes factors Parameter estimates

Effect M0 M1 M+ Mu µ σ

State Effect 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.09 1.71 [1.55, 1.86] 0.35 [0.25, 0.50]
Religiosity Effect 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.08 0.84 [0.71, 0.96] 0.28 [0.21, 0.39]
Framing Effect 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.09 0.52 [0.41, 0.61] 0.22 [0.15, 0.32]
State-by-Religiosity Effect 0.00 0.00 0.84 1.00 0.24 [0.14, 0.33] 0.18 [0.11, 0.28]
State-by-Framing Effect 1.00 0.02 0.00 0.11 -0.09 [-0.19, 0.00] 0.08 [0.00, 0.22]

Note: The preferred model for each effect is assigned value 1.00 and displayed in bold. The remaining values are the
Bayes factors for the respective model relative to this preferred model. Subscripts reflect constraints on the critical
parameter; 0 indicates no effect, 1 indicates a common (positive) effect, + indicates a varying positive effect, and u indi-
cates an unconstrained effect. Parameter estimates (median and 95% credible interval) are taken from the unconstrained
model for H5. σ reflects the between-country variation in the respective effect.

3.2.5 Religious framing and mental vs bodily continuity

Fifth, the difference in continuity judgments between mental and bodily states is not larger in a religiously-framed than
in a secularly-framed context: BF01 = 40.34, µζ = -0.09 [-0.19, 0.00], σζ = 0.08 [0.00, 0.22] (see Figure 3e). In the
Online Supplementary Results (section 2.3), we additionally report exploratory analyses on the religiosity-by-framing
interaction and the three-way state-by-religiosity-by-framing interaction effects. However, the data do not indicate
substantial evidence for either of these interaction effects.

3.2.6 Propositional afterlife beliefs

To test the hypothesis that explicit propositional afterlife beliefs are related to both overall continuity judgments and the
precedence of mental versus bodily continuity, we constructed the models used to test H2 with the item on afterlife
beliefs as the predictor. The Bayes factor analysis provided strong evidence for H6 that explicit afterlife beliefs are
positively related to the overall probability of making continuity judgments, to a varying degree across countries
(BF+0 =∞; BF+1 = 1096 , µδ = 0.90 [0.78, 1.01], σδ = 0.28 [0.21, 0.39]). In addition, afterlife beliefs were also
related to the tendency to differentiate between mental and bodily states (i.e, H7), to a varying degree across countries
(BF+0 = 1012; BF+1 = 3.01, µθ = 0.19 [0.13, 0.26], σθ = 0.10 [0.03, 0.18]).

3.2.7 Pictorial dualism item

We also assessed whether a pictorial dualism self-rating item predicted mental versus bodily continuity. The Bayes
factor model comparison gave evidence against the pictorial item predicting the difference in continuity between mental
and bodily states: BF10 = 0.07; BF01 = 13.76, µθ = 0.02 [-0.03, 0.07], σθ = 0.06 [0.00, 0.12]).

3.2.8 Country-level cultural norms

Mirroring the religiosity effect at the individual level, we expected a positive relation between both the overall continuity
judgments and cultural norms of religion and between the state effect and cultural norms of religion (measured with
two items on the perceived normativity of religion in a given country). To investigate this effect, we correlated cultural
norms aggregated at the country-level with country-level estimates of the intercepts (αj) and state-effects (βj) in the
models. First, we find some weak evidence against a positive correlation between the country-level overall probability
of continuity and cultural norms of religion: BF+0 = 0.32; BF0+ = 3.09. Second, we obtained moderate evidence
against a positive correlation between country-level estimates of the dominance of mental versus bodily continuity (i.e.,
the state effect) and cultural norms of religiosity aggregated at the country-level: BF+0 = 0.13; BF0+ = 7.66 (see
Online Supplementary Figure S10). In fact, if anything, the correlation appears to be negative, rather than positive; the
estimated size of the correlation coefficient is -0.48 [-0.71, -0.13]. Note that if we release the directional constraint, we
get strong evidence in favor of a correlation: BF10= 15.69. This suggests that participants from countries where religion
is more normative are not more likely to make continuity judgments in general or specifically for mental states. Instead,
in more religious countries, people appear less likely to distinguish between bodily and mental states.

3.2.9 Robustness checks

Here, we report the results of six alternative analysis choices that the results should be robust against. First, based on
the ambiguity in the literature and the results of the exploratory factor analysis (see exploratory results in the Online
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Figure 3: Estimated country-level effects (posterior medians) in increasing order. a. state contrast effects. b.
religiosity effects. c. framing effects. d. state-by-religiosity interaction effects. e. state-by-framing interaction effects. f.
intercepts. Each dot represents a country. Estimates with credible intervals colored in purple exclude zero and estimates
with credible intervals colored in black include zero. The errorbars give the 95% credible interval for each country. The
vertical lines denote the posterior median of the overall mean of the respective effect with the 95% credible interval in
the shaded bands. The dashed lines indicates zero.

Supplementary Results section 2.2), we classified ‘hearing’ as a mental state rather than a bodily state. Second, we reran
the analyses excluding participants who failed to correctly identify a target figure mentioned in the narrative (i.e., a priest
or a doctor). Third, we included measured demographics (i.e., level of education, age, self-reported socioeconomic
status and gender) as covariates in the analyses, which were identified as potential confounding variables that warranted
inclusion in the statistical models (see Online Supplementary Results section 2.7). Fourth, we preregistered a lower
limit of 300 participants per country and hence reran the analyses while excluding data from Lithuania since n = 291.
Fifth, we conducted an additional check with the (suboptimal) preregistered prior settings. That is, in the preregistration,
we specified half-cauchy priors on the standard deviation. However, the prior predictive checks showed that the fat tails
of the cauchy distribution resulted in implausible predictions on the probability scale (see the Online Supplementary
Results section 2.5 for details). Following recommendations [McElreath, 2020, Betancourt et al., 2015], we used
the half-normal(0,1) prior on the country-level standard deviation instead. This resulted in more reasonable prior
predictions. Sixth, instead of a composite measure based on the religiosity scale, we also assessed the models using a
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binary religion item, comparing self-identified religious individuals and non-religious or atheist individuals. As shown
in Table 3, the results are qualitatively very similar across the different robustness checks: we obtained strong support
for a varying positive effect of state (H1), religiosity (H2), framing (H3), and a state-by-religiosity interaction (H4),
but strong evidence against a state-by-framing interaction (H5).

Table 3: Bayes factor of different models for robustness checks.
Robustness set µ [95% CI] BF10 BF+1 Preferred model

State Effect
Main analysis 1.71 [1.55, 1.86] ∞ 1026 M+

Hearing as mental state 1.16 [1.04, 1.27] ∞ 1011 M+

Excluding manipulation check failures 1.75 [1.59, 1.88] ∞ 1020 M+

Education, age, gender, SES as covariates 1.73 [1.57, 1.88] ∞ 1026 M+

Excluding Lithuaniaa 1.70 [1.54, 1.85] ∞ 1026 M+

Cauchy+(0,2) prior on SDa 1.71 [1.54, 1.86] ∞ 1025 M+

Binary religion 1.69 [1.54, 1.82] ∞ 1026 M+

Religiosity Effect
Main analysis 0.84 [0.71, 0.96] ∞ 1087 M+

Hearing as mental state 0.88 [0.75, 1.01] ∞ 10116 M+

Excluding manipulation check failures 0.85 [0.72, 0.96] ∞ 1075 M+

Education, age, gender, SES as covariates 0.85 [0.73, 0.97] ∞ 1078 M+

Excluding Lithuaniaa 0.83 [0.70, 0.94] ∞ 1085 M+

Cauchy+(0,2) prior on SDa 0.84 [0.71, 0.96] ∞ 1087 M+

Binary religion 0.97 [0.79, 1.13] ∞ 1054 M+

Framing Effect
Main analysis 0.52 [0.41, 0.61] 10135 1011 M+

Hearing as mental state 0.56 [0.45, 0.66] 10174 1016 M+

Excluding manipulation check failures 0.52 [0.41, 0.63] 10127 1014 M+

Education, age, gender, SES as covariates 0.51 [0.41, 0.61] 10134 1011 M+

Excluding Lithuaniaa 0.52 [0.41, 0.62] 10132 1011 M+

Cauchy+(0,2) prior on SDa 0.51 [0.41, 0.62] 10135 1010 M+

Binary religion 0.48 [0.39, 0.58] 10120 109 M+

State-by-Religiosity Effect
Main analysis 0.24 [0.14, 0.33] 1016 3127 Mu

Hearing as mental state 0.14 [0.05, 0.22] 105 7.66 Mu

Excluding manipulation check failures 0.24 [0.14, 0.33] 1015 180 M+

Education, age, gender, SES as covariates 0.24 [0.14, 0.33] 1015 2817 Mu

Excluding Lithuaniaa 0.23 [0.13, 0.33] 1015 2593 Mu

Cauchy+(0,2) prior on SDa 0.24 [0.14, 0.33] 1016 1160 Mu

Binary religion 0.22 [0.11, 0.33] 105 0.81 M1

State-by-Framing Effect
Main analysis -0.09 [-0.19, 0.00] 0.02 0.04 M0

Hearing as mental state -0.11 [-0.20, -0.02] 0.02 0.03 M0

Excluding manipulation check failures -0.07 [-0.17, 0.02] 0.03 0.03 M0

Education, age, gender, SES as covariates -0.09 [-0.18, 0.01] 0.03 0.03 M0

Excluding Lithuaniaa -0.10 [-0.19, -0.01] 0.02 0.03 M0

Cauchy+(0,2) prior on SDa -0.09 [-0.18, 0.01] 0.03 0.01 M0

Binary religion -0.12 [-0.20, -0.03] 0.02 0.03 M0

Note: Across all six sets of robustness checks, the results are qualitatively very similar to those of the main analyses;
the data indicate (a) strong state, religiosity, and framing effects that vary between countries but are consistently posi-
tive (mind > body; religious > non-religious; religious framing > secular framing), (b) a varying state-by-religiosity
interaction effect (though sometimes the unconstrained model is preferred or the common effect model), and (c) no
state-by-framing effect. Subscripts reflect parameter constraints; 0 indicates the null model, + indicates a varying
positive effect, and 1 indicates a common effect.

a

These options followed from strict adherence to the preregistration.
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4 Discussion

In the current cross-cultural study, we investigated adult populations in 24 countries to replicate and extend previous
work showing that many laypeople tend to believe in the continuity of states after death, in particular regarding mental
states. Moreover, across all 24 countries, the evaluated probability that mental states such as love and knowledge
continue after death was higher than the evaluated probability for continuation of bodily states such as hunger or a
working brain. In addition to this robust precedence for mental continuity over bodily continuity, we also found that
individual religiosity is consistently associated with increased overall continuity beliefs. Moreover, a cultural framing
manipulation affected responses; in all but one country –Morocco– a framing emphasizing religion also increased
overall continuity judgments.

In addition to these main effects, we investigated the relationship between religion and the precedence of mental
continuity over bodily continuity: is religion associated with an increased tendency to distinguish between the continuity
of mental and bodily states? In contrast to the main effect, we found that religiosity and a religious framing manipulation
were not universally associated with increased mental continuity relative to bodily continuity after death. Specifically,
across 18 out of 24 countries, individual religiosity of the rater was related to more continuity judgments for mental
states relative to bodily states. In the remaining six countries, there was no such religiosity-by-state interaction effect.
For the experimental framing manipulation, we did not find evidence that emphasis on religion increased mental
continuity in particular. On the contrary, in China, the effect went slightly in the opposite direction; the religious
framing increased the relative continuity for bodily compared to mental states. In all other countries, there was no
state-by-framing interaction effect, nor was there a common effect in the aggregated sample.

While individual religiosity was consistently associated with a higher tendency for continuity judgments and –albeit
somewhat less consistently– with increased dominance of mental versus bodily continuity, this association was not
present at the country-level; the perceived normativity of religion within a country was not related to general afterlife
continuity beliefs, and, if anything, was negatively related to the difference between mental relative to bodily continuity.
Overall continuity judgments were most prevalent in Asian countries (Singapore, China, India, and Japan). With the
exception of India, these countries are not perceived as particularly religious based on the current data. However,
cultural traditions related to immortality of the soul may exist outside of religious traditions. In China, for instance, less
than 20% of the population is religiously affiliated [Grim, 2008], yet over 70% engages in ancestor worship, including
venerating the spirits of deceased relatives [Hu, 2016]. Indeed, research shows that many Chinese people indicate that
the soul would persist after biological death, either in the afterlife or after reincarnation [Gut et al., 2021]. So while
afterlife continuity beliefs and religion are clearly linked, there are also other cultural traditions that may affect people’s
afterlife beliefs.

In sum, our results suggest that the tendency to think dualistically about people’s capabilities after death is pervasive;
across all 24 countries, we found robust evidence that adults are more likely to judge mental states to continue than
bodily states. Even among atheist extinctivists who explicitly deny the existence of the afterlife, 16.9% of participants
judged at least one state to continue after death and again in each of the 24 countries a state effect emerged, reflecting the
tendency to attribute a higher likelihood of continuity for mental compared to bodily states (see Online Supplementary
Results section 2.1).

At the same time, these findings and their interpretation should be put into perspective. In all but five countries, as well
as in the aggregated sample, the modal response was complete cessation rather than continuity, and over one third of the
total sample (39%) judged none of the states to continue. Notably, if we take continuity beliefs in the vignette task
as an indirect measure of afterlife beliefs, we find that more people endorse explicit afterlife beliefs in the absence of
continuity beliefs (∼20%), than the other way around (∼5%). This pattern seems problematic for intuitive dualism
accounts, which suggest that continuity beliefs should be especially widespread, more so than explicit and culturally
transmitted afterlife beliefs such as about the existence of a heaven. Overall, our findings indicate that in adults, belief
in complete cessation and materialism appears rather common: at least in 19 out of 24 countries the modal response
reflects the view that physical death ends all mental and bodily processes.

Our samples were selected to be globally and demographically diverse (e.g., including online panels instead of only
highly-educated university students). Nevertheless, the sample was still restricted to ‘modern societies’ of literate
participants with internet access, which puts a constraint on the generalizability of our results. At the same time, three
investigated small-scale societies using a similar vignette as in the present study, displayed the very same pattern of
(mental versus bodily) continuity beliefs, tentatively suggesting that the results are qualitatively comparable across
different types of societies [Barrett et al., 2021]. In addition, while previous studies often investigated continuity beliefs
in children, our sample only included adults. This setup does not allow for direct conclusions on whether the biased
tendency toward mental versus bodily continuity is culturally learned [Bering and Bjorklund, 2004, Astuti and Harris,
2008, Bering et al., 2005a, Harris and Giménez, 2005, Watson-Jones et al., 2017] or unlearned through formal education
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[Bloom, 2005, Bering, 2002, 2006, Slingerland and Chudek, 2011]; the former account presumes that dualistic afterlife
reasoning increases with age whereas the latter ‘intuitive dualism’ account presumes that dualistic reasoning about
continuity decreases with age. Relatedly, the causal relation between continuity beliefs and self-reported belief in an
afterlife remains unclear. On the one hand, explicit religious or spiritual beliefs involving an afterlife could make people
more receptive to the possibility of continuation of (mental) states [Barrett et al., 2021]. On the other hand, it could
also be that the intuitive appeal of mental continuation serves as an evolutionary explanation for the appeal of religion
[Bloom, 2007, Bering, 2002].

The exact nature of the continuity beliefs observed in our experiment remains unclear: do people truly believe that
the deceased person has an independent mind maintaining these capacities, or do these beliefs rather reflect some sort
of persistence of positive associations or feelings that the person had before they died (e.g., a loving person can still
feel love)? That is, do people believe that the deceased grandmother can literally hear her grandson, or is this ‘hearing’
a metaphorical representation of a sustained connection between grandmother and grandson? Even if one assumes
that all (mental) functioning stops at death, one might still prefer to hold on to social relations and emotions that were
present before the passing. In that sense, perhaps the notion of persistent love is intuitive because the alternative that
she does not love him anymore feels harsh, cold, and uncomfortable. Future research could possibly address the nature
of these continuity beliefs by manipulating the valence and relevance of the implied states. If people are more likely
to indicate that love and kindness continue than anger and jealousy, this might suggest that some idealization of the
deceased plays a role [Allison et al., 2009, Eylon and Allison, 2005, Bering et al., 2005b]. This ‘death positivity bias’
may serve the purpose of giving comfort when losing a loved one [Attig, 1996]. Similarly, a difference in continuity
judgments covarying with the mundaneness of the emotion (e.g., loving his wife versus loving to watch Netflix) or
attitudes towards the target person (e.g., a loved relative versus a “bad guy” or a stranger) might also signal a bias in
how we remember the dead, which spills over to the capacities attributed to them.

Moreover, following previous research, we only studied bodily states, but not bodily features of the deceased. Research
on reincarnation beliefs, however, has shown that people tend to use distinctive individual bodily marks (e.g., a scar, a
birthmark, or a mole) to establish identification of reincarnated individuals [White, 2017, Matlock and Mills, 1994].
The question thus remains to what extent distinctive bodily features are believed to continue in some form after death.

In addition, the validity of the deceased grandmother vignette as a measure of afterlife beliefs could be questioned, as
the general validity of vignette designs in experimental research has been [Argyris, 1975, Collett and Childs, 2011].
On the one hand, there are clear benefits of using narratives to measure certain beliefs, attitudes, and intentions,
including experimental control and the accessibility of ethically or practically difficult to manipulate scenarios [Aguinis
and Bradley, 2014], such as someone dying. On the other hand, drawbacks include limited external validity and
generalizability. First, a form of demand characteristics could have played a role, resulting in an overestimation of
afterlife continuity beliefs. Perhaps participants did not literally believe that the dead grandmother could still feel love,
but simply responded within the context of the story, as if immersing themselves in a fairy-tale. This might explain
why even atheists exhibited some afterlife beliefs in the narrative task, especially in the religious framing condition;
rather than their continuity responses reflecting a divergence between explicit afterlife beliefs and continuity judgments
and hence a contraction in their beliefs, they may simply have ‘played along’ with the task. Second, responses to the
vignette might reflect unintended peculiarities of the specific narrative [Gould, 1996]. That is, the observed pattern
could be idiosyncratic to the presented narrative and underestimate true afterlife beliefs; perhaps people think that
deceased individuals are in principle capable of feeling love and having knowledge, but that this does not hold for the
grandmother in the narrative for some reason. However, we consider this explanation rather unlikely, as we see no
obvious reason for participants to assume that this particular grandmother would not love her grandson anymore if she is
indeed still capable of feeling love. Moreover, work by Bering indicated that coded (dis)continuity judgments based on
follow-up interview questions (“why do you think so?”) nearly always coincided with the initial ‘yes’ or ‘no’ response
in both children and adults [Bering, 2002, Bering and Bjorklund, 2004]. Nevertheless, it would be worthwhile for future
research to include validity-checks and/or qualitative methods to further explore folk afterlife beliefs, for instance in the
form of “think aloud” paradigms [Solomon, 1995] or using an empirical approach to evaluate the response process
on survey items [Wolf et al., 2023] (as has for instance been applied to the measurement of non-ordinary experiences
across different cultures [Taves et al., 2023]).

Our results should be interpreted with some caution in light of concerns about data quality in online surveys [Zhou
and Fishbach, 2016, Peer et al., 2022, Agley et al., 2022, Zorowitz et al., 2023]. For instance, the finding that about
20% of our participants self-report belief in an afterlife but do not make any continuity judgments in the vignette task
seems puzzling. This pattern could indicate that these participants hold a particular, restrictive view of the afterlife (e.g.,
only a select group of people quality for an afterlife or autobiographical memories are not transferred to the afterlife,
hence the grandmother cannot remember her grandson, nor love him). Alternatively, it is possible that inattention or
miscomprehension could account for this seemingly inconsistent pattern. Future studies might include more stringent
quality screening criteria to identify careless responses [Sulik et al., 2023, Arthur et al., 2021, Agley et al., 2022].
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The conceptualization of mental and bodily states seems not unequivocal across individuals and countries. The
exploratory factor analysis indicated that the perceptual state (‘hearing’) is mostly perceived as a mental rather than a
bodily state. In some Asian countries (India, China), however, this does not seem to be the case, rendering the standard
distinction between mental and bodily states problematic (see also Huang et al., 2013). The clustering of perceptual
states might also depend on the object of the state (i.e., to which the specific state is directed). Here we asked about
the grandmother hearing her grandson’s voice; results might be different for ‘hearing the equipment in the hospital
room’ or ‘hearing the traffic outside’. Based on the current data, we found two distinct factors across most countries,
reflecting body-independent and body-dependent states. We could imagine, however, that employing a larger set of
states in the vignette could result in more factors [Yarkoni, 2022], such as bodily states, perceptual/cognitive states, and
socio-emotional states [cf. Weisman et al., 2021], mapping onto different aspects associated with the body, the mind,
the spirit, and the soul [Roazzi et al., 2013, Richert and Harris, 2008].

More generally, our data suggest a lack of measurement invariance for the constructs of state continuity and religiosity:
the factor structure of the data is not equal across countries. This means that a direct comparison between countries
is not straightforward: an effect of .1 of religiosity on continuity judgments in, for instance, China and Italy should
potentially not be interpreted equally because religiosity may mean something different in China compared to Italy.
Therefore, caution is warranted in comparing effects across countries. We note, however, that none of the previous
cross-cultural studies on continuity beliefs assessed measurement invariance regarding the clustering of states, mirroring
a general disregard of measurement invariance testing in psychological research [Maassen et al., 2023]. In fact, some
studies have highlighted differences in the factor structure of continuity beliefs across countries as an explicit source of
cultural variation [Weisman et al., 2021, Huang et al., 2013], so we assume that people’s conceptualization of ‘mental’
and ‘bodily’ states is indeed culture-specific and measurement invariance would likely not hold for data from previous
studies either. Examining causal structures underlying the sources of measurement (in)variance might reveal new
cross-cultural explanations for these differences [Sterner et al., 2024]. We also note that some authors have criticised
the necessity of measurement invariance for meaningful group comparisons [Rohrer, 2024, Robitzsch and Lüdtke, 2022,
Funder and Gardiner, 2024]. Regardless, the qualitative pattern of results in our study is stable across a range of analytic
choices including different clusterings of the states and using a binary religiosity indicator, boosting the confidence in
our findings.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, our results suggest both universality and cross-cultural variation in beliefs about mental processes after
biological death. Using a large sample from 24 different countries, we replicated previous findings that people tend
to reason dualistically about death as they consider mental states more likely to continue than bodily states and that
a framing manipulation emphasizing a religious conception of death increases overall continuity judgments, though
not specifically for mental relative to bodily continuity. In addition, we showed that individual religiosity in general,
and propositional afterlife beliefs in particular, are predictive of both overall continuity beliefs and mental continuity
specifically. At the same time, the pattern of the data does not imply universal belief in mental continuation after death.
Specifically, the modal response across the majority of countries and the aggregated sample was complete cessation of
all states and propositional afterlife beliefs were more prevalent than continuity judgments in the task. Based on these
data, it seems that many people – at least in modern societies – entertain a materialistic conception of death, assuming
that all mental activity ends at physical death. At the same time, there is considerable variation across individuals
and countries in the extent to which people endorse afterlife continuity beliefs, both overall and for mental states in
particular.
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